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Review Television without Frontiers Directive

Position Paper – 11 July 2003

1. Introduction

This submission is made on behalf of European Lotteries (EL). EL brings together
most of the State Lottery and/or Toto companies of the EU Member States as well as the
lottery/Toto companies of Albania, Azerbaijan Republic, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Gibraltar, Hungary, Iceland, Israel, Kazakhstan,
Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Malta, Moldavia, Norway, Poland, Romania, Serbia-
Montenegro, Slovakia, Slovenia Switzerland, Turkey and Ukraine.

EL has participated to the public hearings organised in the first half of 2003 by the
European Commission in relation to the review of the Television without Frontiers Directive
(herein referred to as “TWF” Directive).

EL welcomes the opportunity to comment at this important stage, prior to the actual
elaboration of rules designed to revise the TWF Directive.

Digital transmission techniques via satellite or cable make it possible for an increasing
number of television viewers to gamble just by pushing on their TV remote control. A growing
number of broadcasters are offering interactive gambling services in an attempt to
compensate the decline in advertising and subscription revenues. Generally speaking, two
types of interactive television (iTV) gambling services can be distinguished. The first type,
“in-vision gambling”, renders it possible to gamble on (sporting) events which are directly
related to the events unfolded on the screen (e.g. which player will score the first goal?). The
second type, “not in-vision gambling”, are gambling services where there is no interaction
with a TV program and which are similar to the games currently offered on the Internet (e.g.
casino games). Additionally, there are also numerous forms of other non iTV gambling
services which are currently offered on analogue television channels1.

In this paper, EL wants to outline its position on the matter of interactive gambling
services, which are provided through iTV. The last chapter of this position paper is devoted
to televised commercial communications (such as advertising and sponsorship) broadcasted
on a cross-border basis.  Before outlining these specific issues, however, we will deal first
with the specific nature of gambling in EU law.

2. Lotteries and EU law: the recognition of the competence of the Member States

In the legal systems of all Member States lotteries are in principle prohibited. The
reason for this is that it is not regarded as good for society that an unproductive element
such as sheer luck should, to a considerable extent, decide the distribution of wealth and that
unlimited illegal gambling and lottery activity could cause very serious social problems as
pathological gamblers tend to bet much more than they (and their families) can afford.
                                                          
1 E.g. games of chance advertised or broadcasted on television, where the viewer needs to dial a premium rate
telephone number. After answering an easy question, the consumer enters into a lottery (mostly a random
number generator) and is able to win considerable amounts.
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Moreover illegal lotteries and illegal gambling involve a high risk of fraud and abuse by
criminal activities such as money laundering.

At the same time, however, there are in all Member States, to a greater or lesser
extent, exceptions to that prohibition. The main historical reason is that a complete ban has
proved to be ineffective. The desire to gamble is an element of human nature and a complete
ban results in illegal gambling that is, by definition, uncontrolled and thus enhances the risks
just mentioned. Member States realised that a better way to control the risks of gambling was
to allow, by exception, certain games. Thus the demand for illegal games can be reduced
and the unwanted societal consequences can be avoided by subjecting the legal games to
very strict State control.

In 1994 the ECJ decided in the Schindler case that lotteries are services covered by
Art. 49 EC ( ex-art. 59 EC), but that restrictions of lottery commerce are acceptable for
reasons of social policy and/or prevention of fraud provided that those restrictions are not
discriminatory.

On 21 September 1999 the ECJ ruled in the Läärä case that: “the power to determine
the extent of the protection to be afforded by a Member state on its territory with regard to
lotteries and other forms of gambling forms part of the national authorities’ power of
assessment, recognised by the Court in § 61d of the Schindler Judgement (§ 35)” and further
that “the obligation (…) to pay over the proceeds of its operations, constitutes a measure
which (…) is certainly more effective in ensuring that strict limits are set to the lucrative
nature of such activities (§41)”.

On 21 October 1999 the European Court of Justice gave its judgement in the Zenatti
case. The Court decided that the Läärä & Schindler reasoning also apply in a “multiple
operator” (sport) gaming environment as long as the government keeps control over the
operators, the (sport)games and that the benefits are not used for private enrichment. But at
the same time the Court re-iterated the fact that the raising of money for good causes, or for
the State, cannot in itself justify a restrictive policy, whereas the financial aspect can only be
of an accessory nature and the real objective must be the limitation of gambling
opportunities.

Finally, in an answer to an EP question regarding gaming arcades the Commission
replied on 17 January 2000 that “all Member States regulate games of chance with the
intention of preventing the stimulation of demand in this sector, fighting crime and fraud, and
ensuring that games of chance serve a charitable, sporting or cultural purpose, rather than
personal or commercial profit.  In view of the moral, religious and cultural concerns
surrounding these activities, the Member States therefore tend to impose a limit on their
number.

Although the limitations on games of chance prevent certain economic operators from
gaining access to this field of activity, their underlying principles were found by the Court of
Justice to be compatible with the principle of the freedom to provide services set out in Article
49 (formerly Article 59) of the EC Treaty (see the judgement of 21 September 1999 in case
C-124/97).  The Court found that the considerations of public interest mentioned above were
sufficient justification for leaving the Member States to decide which restrictive measures
were necessary to provide protection on their territory.

It is in the Commission’s view that the various systems of regulation and national
control exercised in the different Member States are all based on public interest grounds and
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follow the same principles, which are compatible with the Community principle of the freedom
to provide services”.2

3. Gambling and Interactive Television

Through digital transmission techniques via satellite or cable, iTV gambling providers
can easily evade the competencies and the eyes of the controlling authorities. iTV gaming
applications entail thus enormous possibilities to undermine the objectives and the efficiency
of the Member States’ rules on gambling. Therefore, it is essential that the national
authorities maintain their regulating and controlling role in order to ensure that the
undesirable side effects of gambling are being channelled in a responsible way.

European Policy initiatives aimed at regulating iTV gambling have not yet been
launched. The Television without Frontiers Directive does not contain any particular
provisions regarding Interactive Television. In its Communication3 on the audiovisual policy
for the digital age, the Commission only assesses in a general way its regulatory approach.
The principles of necessity and proportionality are expressly recognised as “forming the
basis for the relevant Community regulatory instruments for audiovisual sector and more
generally for the Information Society” and considers that the future regulatory framework
should be built upon existing instruments and principles and, where appropriate, through self-
regulation”.

In particular, on grounds of public policy objectives (such as the protection of minors
from participating in illegal gambling), content is to be treated separately from the transport of
electronic signals4.

Since iTV gambling is not regulated on the European level, there exist a serious
threat that illegal iTV gambling providers will take advantage of these legal loopholes. Illegal
iTV gambling providers will try to exploit this element of uncertainty by offering, on a cross-
border basis, games of chance to consumers. Of course, what is illegal “off-line” and what is
illegal “on-line” is the same: it is illegal to offer iTV gambling services in a country where a
licence has not been granted by the appropriate authorities there.

A Study5 produced by PriceWaterhouseCoopers for the European Commission
emphasises on the need, as gambling can be harmful, to protect consumers (or their
children) against undesired services. This concern for the adverse effects of illegal gambling
has already been recognised several times by the European Commission. In its
Communication on a European initiative in electronic commerce, the Commission states that
“(an) issue of growing concern is the challenge posed by the emergence of cyber crime, such
as money laundering, illegal money gambling, malicious hacking, or copyright infringement”
6.  The PriceWaterhouseCoopers Study furthermore suggests that Community activities
dealing with on-line gambling should be undertaken within the third pillar of the European
Union.

                                                          
2 WRITTEN QUESTION E-2275/99 By Vittorio Sgarbi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 December 1999)
3 Commission Communication on the principles and guidelines for the Community’s audiovisual policy for the
digital age, COM(1999)657 of 14 December 1999.
4 Commission Communication on the principle and guidelines for the Community’s audiovisual policy for the
digital age, 11.
5 Final Report Study on Consumer Law and the Information Society, by PriceWaterhouseCoopers, August 2000.
6 Commission Communication, A European Initiative in Electronic Commerce, COM(97)157 of 15 April 1997,
p.7.at point 22.
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In this context emphasis should be made to the E-commerce Directive7, which
explicitly excludes gambling activities from its scope of application, excluding those carried
out for commercial communications purposes8. As a result of this exemption the cross-border
provision of Internet gambling services is not allowed and gambling remains an exclusive
national competence.

The justification for excluding gambling activities from the E-commerce Directive was
clearly their “specific nature” with regard to the Internal Market. This specific nature goes
hand in hand with considerations concerning the adverse implications of gambling, as
described above, and the considerations made by the European Court in Schindler, Läära
and Zenatti.

Mutatis mutandis, the same rationale as used in the E-commerce Directive should be
applied to iTV gambling services.

Gambling through interactive television is far more within reach9 than gambling
through the Internet. Almost all EU households are equipped with TV sets and, in addition,
gambling services are easily accessible through a click on a remote control button. In the
United Kingdom and France, iTV gambling is already showing strong signs of expansion. In
January 2003, for example, BskyB reported that iTV betting was up 160% in the last six
months of 200210. If gambling is excluded from the application of the E-commerce Directive,
iTV gambling should certainly, given the easy accessibility, be excluded from the application
of the Television without Frontiers Directive. EL therefore fully supports the suggestion made
by Rapporteur Roy Perry to align the provisions of the E-Commerce Directive and the TWF
Directive into one single Content Framework Package, whereby gambling services are
excluded from the scope of application.

In order to tackle the adverse implications of gambling in the field of interactive
television and to prevent that illegal iTV gambling providers take advantage of the legal
loopholes, EL proposes to exclude iTV gambling from the scope of the TWF Directive.

EUROPEAN LOTTERIES therefore recommends that:

� In line with the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice in the Schindler,
Läärä and Zenatti case law, iTV gambling should remain the exclusive
competence of the national authorities.

� In line with the E-commerce Directive, the cross-border provision of iTV gambling
services should not be allowed. Therefore, the revision of the Television without
Frontiers Directive must confirm the specific nature of gambling with regard to the
Internal Market, by excluding iTV gambling services from its scope of application.
In order to tackle the adverse implications of gambling in the field of interactive
television and to prevent that illegal iTV gambling providers take advantage of the
legal uncertainty, EL proposes to exclude iTV gambling services from the scope
of the TWF Directive.

                                                          
7 Directive 2000/31/EC on certain legal aspects of information society, in particular electronic commerce, in the
Internal Market, OJ 2000, L 178/1.
8 Through the preamble of the e-Commerce Directive, “commercial communication lotteries” are defined in a very
broad and very unclear manner and could affect substantially the state lottery monopoly. Such broad definition is
contrary to the European Court of Justice jurisprudence in the “Familiapress” case and would besides create a
situation in the European Union whereby “commercial communication lotteries” become a real threat to the
restrictive gambling policies.
9 Market analysts Merrill Lynch predicts that the global online betting industry will be worth €75bn by 2015.
Interactive television is likely to account for half of that or more than 10 per cent of the overall world betting
industry.
10 In 2002, more than 40% of BskyB”s interactive revenues originated from interactive gaming applications.
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4. Advertising and sponsorship

Chapter IV of The TWF Directive contains several articles in relation to television advertising,
sponsorship and other forms of televised commercial communication11.

Gambling and betting providers operating with a license from Member State X (e.g. the
United Kingdom, or in the near future Malta) are increasingly sponsoring events, which are
broadcasted in other Member States then the one in which they have received a licence to
offer their gambling services. This situation is similar with regard to the television advertising
of gambling services, whereby gambling operators target consumers in jurisdictions without
having obtained a license to offer their services in that particular jurisdiction.

EL acknowledges that there are cross-border restrictions resulting from the differences
between the Member States’ laws, regulations and administrative provisions on television
advertising and the sponsorship of gambling services. However, these differences are
inherent to a special economic activity where the internal market principles are not fully
applicable. Gaming operators licensed in Member State A, but not licensed in Member State
B, will therefore in principle not be able to advertise or sponsor activities in Member State B.

Free distribution of games of chance is subject to restrictions in all Member States, given its
high potential to create problem gambling, money laundering and in order to prevent fraud.
In accordance with the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice, a Member State is
entitled to determine the extent of the protection to be afforded on its territory with regard to
gambling services. National authorities must therefore have a sufficient degree of latitude to
determine what is required to protect the players. Consequently, Member States are allowed
to stop the distribution of certain unwanted illegal gambling services12.  If such gambling
services may be restricted then it is only logical that commercial communications (including
television advertising and sponsoring) through which offers are made to the public, may also
be restricted.

The European Court of Justice has recognised in Schindler, Läärä and Zenatti that Member
States' restrictions on the cross-border provision of gambling services are compatible with
the EC Treaty, since these restrictions are justified by public interest objectives (i.e. the
protection of consumers and the maintenance of order in society). Mutatis mutandis, the
same rationale must be applied for restrictions to cross-border television advertising and
sponsorship of gambling services13.

What happens if a non-licensed gaming operator sponsors a televised event or
advertises on a cross-border basis? As mentioned Member States must be able to stop

                                                          
11 Over the last years, EL has been intensively involved in the discussions regarding the proposed Regulation on
Sales Promotion. The most important issue for EL was the regulation of promotional games, since these
marketing tools could be abused to circumvent the strict national rules on games of chance. In the Commission’s
amended proposal of October 2002, a commercial communication is defined as “any form of communication
designed to promote, directly or indirectly, the goods, services or image of a company (…)”. Broadcasters have
argued that this definition would make it possible to offer certain gambling services, since these services are used
to promote the image of a broadcasting company.  In their view, these gambling services would not longer be
covered by the strict national gambling provisions, but would fall under the less restrictive provisions of the Sales
Promotion Regulation. EL fully opposes to this position.
12 E.g. in the case between Dutch operator “De Lotto” against UK betting operator “Ladbrokes”, the District Court
of Arnhem has recently ordered Ladbrokes to make impossible the participation by Dutch residents to lotto's,
instant lotteries and sports betting games offered via the Internet in the Netherlands without a permit.
13 See for example ECJ, 8 March 2001, Konsumentombudsmannen (KO) v Gourmet International Products AF
(GIP), case C-405/98, Jur., 2001, I-1795. In this case, the Swedish advertising restrictions on alcohol was found
to be compatible with the EC Treaty, unless the protection of public health (against the harmful effects of alcohol)
could be achieved by measures having less effect on intra-Community trade.
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gambling services from other Member States and, consequently, also television advertising
and sponsoring relating to those gambling services. Does this mean that Member States
must also be allowed to block the distribution of a television program that contains this type
of commercial communication? To answer that question it seems appropriate, in view of the
respect of the proportionality principle, to make a distinction between commercial
communications that provide the possibility to take up an offer and those which only promote
gambling services.

It will only be those gambling and betting operators that want to sell their products from
Member State A in other countries which will utilise commercial communications that go
beyond promotion and constitute a real offer.

In the light of the aforementioned considerations, EL therefore recommends that the future
revision of the TWF Directive should not adversely affect the national competencies with
regard to the regulation of gambling services. In line with the jurisprudence of the European
Court of Justice, Member States should be entitled to determine the extent of the protection
to be afforded on their territory with regard to gambling services. Member States must
therefore be entitled to stop the television advertising or sponsorship of certain events if the
commercial communications constitute a real offer.

If you would have any comments or if you would like to receive some additional information,
please do not hesitate to contact our legal advisers, i.e. Vlaemminck & Partners by post
(Gebroeders Vandeveldestraat 68, 9000 Gent, Belgium), by mail (office@vlaemminck.com)
or tel. (32) 9 265 76 20.

Brussels, 11 July 2003

Hans-Jürgen Reissiger Tjeerd Veenstra
President EL Chairman of the Legal Working Group


